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ALISMAIL OFFICE SYSTEM - AOS

ALISMAIL OFFICE SYSTEM - AOS is one of the pioneers in manufacturing &
fabricating of steel furniture in kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

In 1972, the company began operations in a modest factory in Dammam,
years later, ALISMAIL has become a major manufacturing company due to
the remarkable growth it experienced from the start, nowadays Alismail
Office System is now considered one of the biggest and more advanced
company, and leader in producing top of the line and quality Steel
Furniture.

ALISMAIL also strive to maintain a quality work environment, which has a
direct impact on the retention and productivity of our skilled employees.
ALISMAIL is a model of excellence whose entrepreneurial performance and
vitality have been rewarded with numerous prestigious awards.

Our commitment to sustainable development is also recognized in our
industry. For all these reasons, we take great pride in presenting Alismail
Office System to society, an industry leader and a contributor to the
economic and social development of our communities — through its
products, its success and its responsible vision.
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MULT-PURPOSE CHAIRS



601-F NORMA 602-FS ALEX 

801-FU GIORGIA 803-FS MIRAGE 



904-AFU CARMEN 902-AFU PRATI 

906-FU SHEILA 901-FU LAILA 903-FU ALESSIA 
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AUDITORIUM



Platinum



Platinum - TA



Premier



Mega



Venus



Venus - TA



Flame



Flame - TA



STUDIO



Studio

this chair is ideal for use in 
multipurpose venues, small 
theatres, TV studios and 
educational environments



Studio - TA

this chair is ideal for use in 
multipurpose venues, small 
theatres, TV studios and 
educational environments



Studio - W

this chair is ideal for use in 
multipurpose venues, small 
theatres, TV studios and 
educational environments



Studio - W/TA

this chair is ideal for use in 
multipurpose venues, small 
theatres, TV studios and 
educational environments



STADIUMS SEATS



Zenith

Zenith 
Standard 
Colours





Alpha





Abacus





@ AlismailOffice

www.facebook.com/AlismailOffice

alismail@alismail.com

@ alismailgroup

@ alismailgroup

HEADQUARTER LOCATION

Alismail Group Industrial Complex
Block # 4 Ibn Zahr Street in 1st Industrial City, 
Dammam, Saudi Arabia

PO Box 919 Dammam, 31421 Saudi Arabia
Tel : +966 92000 75 75
Tel : +966 13 8472167


